
RESEARCH PAPERS ON VALUE ADDED MARKETING

The configural conditions indicating a high/low level of value added in service industries can be used as a guiding
strategy for marketers, investors and policy.

These identified costs were generally in line with costs tracked in the GCS databases. The results of such
assessments may not be as precise as those calculated from field value assessments; nonetheless, they can be
quite effective. Customer value models are not easy to develop. Value models provide that information.
Therefore, they need to establish that the venture they are about to start will provide enough returns to support
the growth of the business. Get started. Narus is a professor of business marketing at Wake Forest University.
Here are some of the reasons why businesses engage in marketing research: Establishing the soundness of a
venture Entrepreneurs start businesses with the aim of making profits. The problems can even lead to its
closure if they are not addressed early. Despite the increased attention on sales and growth, marketing has
been caught up in an explosion of the language of channels and campaigns â€” metrics like engagement,
conversion, impressions, clicks, ROAS and GRPs. According to Google Trends the use of the term in a
marketing context has doubled since alongside the rise of social media. How do you define value? One
common sales tool is a value case history. The data provided GCS and Pharma with insights about the
potential for consolidating the number of products Pharma purchased regularly from various suppliers. In
order to establish credibility for its reports, AIT asks customers to sign and return a copy. Please note that
corrections may take a couple of weeks to filter through the various RePEc services. A classic case study that
shows the value of qualitative research was originally published as part of a larger New York Times article in 
To prepare themselves and the prospective focus-group participants, Proaction consultants met individually
with each prospective participant before the session, learning what the issues might be and gathering some
initial data. It must work in close parallel with marketing measurement rooted in effectiveness before, during
and after activity, not a list of KPIs as the last slide of a deck. The Proaction Group, a Chicago-based
consulting and strategy implementation company, recently conducted four internal focus groups at a customer
company for exactly that purpose. By identifying as many elements as possible, the team will be able to gauge
more accurately the differences in functionality and performance its offering provides relative to the next best
alternative. The promise of enhanced knowledge of their own businesses provided an incentive for those
customers. Customersâ€”especially those whose costs are driven by what they purchaseâ€”increasingly look
to purchasing as a way to increase profits and therefore pressure suppliers to reduce prices. The interviews
were, in fact, fruitful, alerting GCS and Pharma managers to at least one significant finding in the procurement
area. Selecting the right market segment to target is the next step. Field value assessments call for suppliers to
gather data about their customers firsthand whenever possible. I treat research and analysis projects like
individual products â€” and treat the process like a product development cycle. In , the company created BT
Compass, a logistics-planning software system, to help its customers improve their profitability by lowering
the total cost of the inventory-handling process. Step 5: Execution is everything Plans are great but it goes
without saying that execution is how you actually deliver on promises. It is the customer who determines what
a business is. Rather than selling customers the more commonly marketed corrugated-cardboard packaging
materials, Sonoco offers packaging systems that, it maintains, are stronger, lighter, and smaller. A bottle
breaking in a filling line causes downtime, certainly, but it also generates costs in scrap, discards, disposal,
maintenance labor, cleaning and sanitizing chemicals, and so on, many of which tend to be buried in various
plant-overhead accounts. In these interviews, GCS shared its preliminary findings, tried to uncover anything
that they might have overlooked, and learned what the Pharma managers themselves perceived to be potential
areas of improvement. What are their habits and emotions in relationship to your products, your brand? To
demonstrate their trustworthiness and commitment to customers, progressive suppliers periodically provide
evidence to customers of their accomplishments.


